ACT ONE

Steppin’ To The Bad Side.................................................Full Cast
[from Dreamgirls (1982), music by Henry Krieger, lyrics by Tom Eyen]

Out There.................................................................Darin MacLeod
[from The Hunchback of Notre Dame (1996), music by Alan Menken, lyrics by Stephen Schwartz]

The Lady Loves Me.....................................................Andy Mangels & Donnie Vecchione
[from Viva Las Vegas (1964), music and lyrics by Sid Tepper & Roy C. Bennett]

When You’re Good To Mama.........................................Dae Michelle
[from Chicago (1975), music by John Kander, lyrics by Fred Ebb]

Blue..............................................................................Andy Mangels & Darin MacLeod
[from Heathers (2013), music and lyrics by Laurence O’Keefe and Kevin Murphy]

Crazy World.................................................................Troy Sawyer
[from Victor/Victoria (1982), music by Henry Mancini, lyrics by Leslie Bricusse]

Greatest Medley Ever Told.............................................Darin MacLeod, Donnie Vecchione, Sabi Trono

THERE WILL BE A 10-MINUTE INTERMISSION

ACT TWO

Let's Generalize About Men............................................Full Cast
[from Crazy Ex-Girlfriend: Season Three (2017), music and lyrics by Rachel Bloom, Adam Schlesinger, Jack Dolgen & Aline Brosh Mckenna]

Sugar Daddy...............................................................Zora Phoenix
[from Hedwig and the Angry Inch (1998), music by Stephen Trask]

But I Am A Good Girl....................................................Donnie Vecchione & Sabi Trono
[from Burlesque (2010), music and lyrics by Jacques Morali & Alain Bernardini]

No Good Deed.....................................................................Ashley Moore
[from Wicked (2003), music and lyrics by Stephen Schwartz]

Class.............................................................................Andy Mangels & Sabi Trono
[from Chicago (1975), music by John Kander, lyrics by Fred Ebb]

Let's Be Bad....................................................................Tim Lafouette
[from Smash (2011), music by Marc Shaiman, lyrics by Scott Wittman and Marc Shaiman]

The First Penis I Saw....................................................Donnie Vecchione
[from Crazy Ex-Girlfriend: Season Three (2016), music and lyrics by Rachel Bloom, Adam Schlesinger & Jack Dolgen]

Big Spender..................................................................Andy Mangels, Darin MacLeod, Sabi Trono
[from Sweet Charity (1966), music and lyrics by Cy Coleman & Dorothy Fields]

THERE WILL BE A 10-MINUTE INTERMISSION

ACT THREE

Rocky Horror Picture Show Medley..............................Full Cast with Zora Phoenix

Raise The Roof............................................................Sabi Trono
[from The Wild Party (1997), music by Andrew Lippa]

Good and Evil..................................................................Andy Mangels
[from Jekyll & Hyde (1997), music by Frank Wildhorn, lyrics by Leslie Bricusse]

(You’re) Timeless To Me...............................................Darin MacLeod & Donnie Vecchione
[from Hairspray (2002), music by Marc Shaiman, lyrics by Scott Wittman and Marc Shaiman]

Tom, Dick, Or Harry?......................................................Full Cast
[from Kiss Me Kate (1948), music and lyrics by Cole Porter]

Encore: Big, Bad & Beautiful........................................Full Cast
[from Hairspray (2002), music by Marc Shaiman, lyrics by Scott Wittman and Marc Shaiman]

Thank You for spending the evening with us!
The Broadway Bears will return again in May 2020 with their next concert...